
Secret Island 
 

The waves crashing on the rocks meeting the coral orange sky. You sit on a large boulder and 

take in the misty summer air as the smell of salt twinkles around you. There is nobody there except you 

and the water, which forms a tight bond between you and the ocean, which hugs you tightly as you sit 

there for a while. These particular rocks sit near a place, Fort Adams, which is well known, but the spot 

you sit at feels as though it is reserved just for you. It is merely just a gleaming spot of seclusion where 

the winds sing softly in your ear, complimenting the fairly loud crash of the waves. There it is again. The 

seagulls are squawking as they found dinner for the night. Their ingenue squawks contrast the other 

noises that flow through your ears as it makes your mouth bend into a smile. The seagulls turn to 

different waters, and as they fly farther and farther away, the sound of their wings flapping disappears 

gradually into the setting sky. After the seagulls fly away and the sun has set, pushing the orange sky 

away, preparing it for the next evening when you come here again, you decide to take a walk on the beach. 

This Fort Adams secret area treats you to your very own private beach. You can rest your feet in the sand. 

The small waves roll over the bridge of your foot. You realize that the water is warm, so you take a step 

deeper into the water. The feeling is infectious as you take a couple more steps in. By this time, you are 

up to your chest in warm, salty water. You look to where you were sitting before and realize how much of 

an adventure this spot has taken you on. You choose to venture back, and while swimming around you. 

notice the sea glass dispersed throughout the beach. It amazes you that out of all the people that have 

visited Fort Adams very few people know about this spot and can take advantage of all this sea glass. 

You pick up some of your favorite pieces before climbing back to the walking path. You wave to some 

tourists who are walking their dogs before leaving Fort Adams. Little did they know you have just found 

your own secret island. 


